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GREAT NORTHERN STRIKE.
St. Louis, April 18. The brewery pool
has been broken by the with drawal of
Both Hides Conlldent of Victory-Strik- ers
and Lemp breweries.
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Lines A Restraining
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Seattle. The strike remains solid on
the western end of the Great Northern
THEY ARE SUFFERING.
system and no effort is being made to
break it. The strikers control the telein
A Ileglment of Coxeyltes at Omaha graph lifle and have used it
sending out reports of the strike and enEncounter Cold Weather
rolling strikers west of Leavenworth as
Attempt to Capmembers of the union.
ture a Train.
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want to keep posted, therefore, you must
read the- New Mexican.
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as Second Class matter at the

Santa Fe Post Office.
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Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
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month, by mail
Daily, three months, by mail
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Daily, one year, by mail
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All contracts and bills fur advertising payable monthly.
All communication intended forpublica-tio- n
mast be accompanied by the writer's
uame and address not fur publication but
as evidence of good faith, and should be addressed to The Editor. Letters pertaining to
ousiuess should be addressed
Nkw Mexican Printing Co.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to every
Post Office In the Territory and has a large
and growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the

WEDNESDAY,

APRIL

18.

The U. H. conrt of private laud claims
continues to do good work for New Mexico. It is composed of an able body of
men.

The house committee on Indian affairs
has decided by a vote of six to seven to
present an adverse report upon the re
moval of the Ute Indians from southern
Colorado to Utah. There is now pending
in the senate a favorable report upon the
removal from the senate committee on
Indian affairs. The action of the house
committee was taken against the united
request of the citizens of Colorado and
northern New Mexico, and even the In
dians themselves, who were very anxious
to be removed. Such mistaken policy is
entitled to the severest censure. The
trouble is Indian affairs are controlled by
people who know absolutely nothing
about the needs of the red man. When
ever a western congressman introduces a
measure for the betterment of the Indian
tribes he is immediately accused by the
puny statesmen of the east, of being
seliish and seeking personal aggrandizement at the expense of poor Lo. Even
the wishes of the Indians are never consulted upon matters pertaining to their
welfare. There will some time come a
reactionary sentiment concerning the In
dians, but it must be admitted it seems a
long way off.

Mu. Folsom, the Albuquerque bank
wrecker, seems to have been born with a
silver spoon in his mouth. Ho has certainly played in great good luck. Poor
Dane!

The serenity which surronnds the New
Mexican's prosperity is very annoying to
some of our more or lees esteemed contemporaries. As somebody once said,
it's always the best apple tree that has
the most clubs thrown at it.

Cochiti has quite got beyond the
stage. It seems that ninety-nin-

e

hundred who have visited
the district are of the same opinion, i. e.,
that it is a hummer in the line of a min
eral producer.
men out of

MISTAKEN

a

Tunis are quite too many straw bonds
outstanding in New Mexico. The exist
ing law on the subject of bonds is a rank
fraud, absolutely worthless. The next
legislature will be called upon to enact a
law that will remedy this matter.
Las Vegah, it is said, is soon to have a
Democratic newspaper. 'Tis well. From
all present indications this seems to be an
imperative need over there, and if the
editor proclaims th:it his sheet has come to
fill a long felt want we shall have no difficulty in forgiving him.

Neuralgia

ATTACKS THE EYES
Makes
THE LIGHT
Unbearable.
PERMANENTLY

FROST,
Attorney at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin block. Collections and
a

BY USING

Ayer's Pills
" My husband was subject to severe

0

were principally about his eyes,
often had to remain in a darkened room,
not being able to stand the light. Ayer's
lift .
tllMll.,
Pill, hfnn
..V
V...B .V........V-using one before each meal. They very
soon afforded relief, followed by perma- ........ T ..... n ...nnn hnllMTIW tl tlia
efficacy of Ayer's Pills, and would not
be without them for ten times their
cost." Mrs. M. E. Debat, Liberty, Tex.
"I have used Ayer's Pills in my family
for forty years, and regard them as the
very best. Uncle Mabtik Hancock,
Lake City, Fla.

0oi

attacks of neuralgia which caused him o
r
6,v'.. I'""1
and he

,

tieni-ra- l

Catron block.

HENRY L. WALDO,
Attorney at Law. Will practice in the
several courts of the territory. Prompt

attention given to all business intrusted
to his care. Office in Catron block.
T. F. CONWAY,

Attorney and Counselor at Law, Silver
Prompt attention
City, New Mexico.
given to all business intrusted to his care.
Practice in all the courts in the territory.
E. A. FISKE,
Attorney and counselor at law, P. O. Box
"F," Santa Fe, N. M., practices iu supreme and all district courts of New Mexico. Special attention given to mining
and Spanish and Mexican land grant
CATRON & SPIESS.
Attorneys at law and solicitors in chancery Santa Fc, N. M. Praotioe in all the
courts of the territory. Offices in Catron

Block.
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p
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PURE

MINERS
MOTT LEY'S
Short Order Chop House.

FRANK ANDREWS.

ALLERTON, N. M.

J. WELTMER.

ALBERT HORA,

Oj
Oi

For Foster's Genuine

o;
O:

Gloves.

Jj
oj

Kid

jj

GUSDORF & DOLAN

PERRY

RATES ACROSS
RIVER TO COCHITI.

THE

10
Footman
25
Horse and man
75
Horse, buggy and man
e
team and vehicle. . .$ 1.00
four
horses
1.50
Wagon and
2.00
Wagon and six horses
and
vehicles
making regular
Stages
rate by purtrips given
in
tickets
advance.
chasing
LORION MILLER,
Secretary Cochiti Transportation Co.
Two-hors-

two-thir-

AT

Santa Fe,

Fine McBrayer whisky at Colorado saloon.
ForSale. A No. 1 ranch, well improved,
four miles from the thriving town of
Clayton, N. M., also business and business house doing good business. For further particulars acklress Look Box No. 15,
Clayton, N.M.
it. & L. Third Series.
The Santa Fe Mutual Building and Loan
Association is about issuing its third
Beries of stock. It is a splendid investment. Subscribers may get details from
any member of the board or by calling
on the secretary, office in Grifflu bloek.
Grant Rivenbvbo, President,
J. D. Pboudfit, Secretary.
DON'T YOU WANT A PIANO.
M. M. Harris, the music dealer, is
sole agent for New Mexico for the
celebrated "Weber," the old reliable

.

Packard Shoes.

&

-

New Mexico.

i
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THE

(iiiei'i

on him for a cold glass of St,
Lonis beer, a Fine Cigar or a
Choice bit of good Liquor.

Call

Office and

Opposite City Bakery.

fins.

Warehouse Lower 'Frisco St.

Qanta Fo,

Mow Mexico

!

?

6

MissA.Mugler,
Pioture frames and mouldings of all
kinds and patterns. We also bay and
sell second-han- d
goods of all kinds.
Exohange new goods for old ones.
Goods sold on easy payments. We
repair all kinds of furniture, upholstering, mattresses remade, sewing
machines and muBical instrnments of
all kinds repaired and carpets sewed
and laid. All work guaranteed satisfactory or money refunded.

i

MILLINERY

GOODS

F

GRIFFIN BLOCK.

LUMBER
FEED AND TRANSFER.

'

All kinds of Rough and Finished Lumber; Texas Flooring at
on a

the Lowest Market Price; Windows and Doors. Also carry
general Transfer Business and deal in Hay and Grain.

O- Santa Fe Meat Marfce
'Fbiboo

Sheet, Orrosin Staab Block.

8rahat Ca.

BEEF
lAJfTA FH,
MUTTON,
PORK AND VEAL. twtnlly located,

Plaa.

H. M.
Entirely fteflttrf

TERMS REASONABLE.
VIOIAL RATIO

BT TH1

WIIL

SAMPLE ROOMS ATTACHES.

"OLE JOE," Mgr.

J. T. FORSHA, Prop.

Myer's Hotel.

ST. ELMO SALOON,

"Lindeman," the matchless "Wheel-ock,- "
and the "Stuyvesant," which
never fails to satisfy.
Also a large and complete stock ol
latest sheet music and general musical
merchandise.
COCHITI DISTRICT, N. M.
All goods at factory pric 8 and on
easy terms. Careful attention paid to
Transient Trade Solicited.
orders from a distance.
Write for catalogue of sheet music.
Good Accommodations.
M. M. HARRIS,
606 Douglas Ave.,
Table First-Clas- s.
East Las Veges.

CHAS,

ALLERTON,

PROPOSALS
FOR MILITARY SUP
PLIES AT ROADSTATIONS.-Headquart-e- rs
Department of the Colorado, Office of
SOL.
the Chief Quartermaster,Denver, Colorado,
April 14, 18114:. Sealed proposals, iu triplicate, will be received at this office, nntil
11 o'clock a. m. on May 15, 1894, and then
CLOTHING
opened in the presence of attending bidders, for furnishing Fuel, Forage and
Water at Road Stations in the Depart-mento- f
FURNISHINGS.
theColoradodnring the fiscal year
commencing July 1. 1891. Blank forms
for proposals and instructions to bidder
will be furnished on application to this
office, or to any Post Quartermaster in
the Department. The government reAlso a complete line of Boy's Clothserves the right to reject any or all bids.
ing.
Clothing made to order and per-fcE. B. ATWOOD, Major and Chief
fit guaranteed.

J,

STIEN,

NEW HOUSE.
'

Proprietor,

FRESH STOCK.

Having sold the land of my nursery on the Tesuque river I
have on hand a large surplus stock of trees which I will dispose of
cheap.
Many of these trees are of choice stock, large and well formed,
and will come into bearing very soon. Would be especially suitable
for those wishing a small number of trees.
These trees are all fully acclimated which is a great advanta ge.
Will supply any trees not on hand from any of the leading nurseries
such as Pike County Sarcoxie and others, at 10 per cent above wholesale cost and freight charges.
Place your orders now so as to have your trees ready for spring
planting.

Fulfillment of Hope.

Quiet Place, Central Location.
Call on Him.

What Is it, when the duy begun,'
The letters, opened one by one,
Makes the great merchant gently smile.
And fondly stroke his knee meanwhile?
ORDERS.
What Is it, when he travels through
The laud with samples tine und new.
That makes the drummer's eye so bright
And tills his soul with such delight?
ORDERS.
What Is it makes the buyers throng
Within the store and linger long;
And then departing, leave behind
A grateful blessing on their kind?
ORDERS.

BENSON

&

SHELL.

ALLERTON,
COCHITI MINING DISTRICT, N. M.

Hotel with Bar in Connection.

,

et

MEALS AT ALL HTJORS.

What Is It gives ns house and lot,
And precious stones may be a yacht-- To
Europe takes us once a year,
And mukes existence, oh, so dear.
ORDERS.
What Is It that below, above,
. .. Enables
us to fall In love
:
And marry, and support ft wife.
'
And keep her well supplied in life?
ORDERS.
"' A iid what, as in the marts of trade
Our finest goods are oft displayed,
As we toil on, through grief and mirth,
Makes us so glad that we're on earth ?
ORDERS.

W.H.GOEBEL,
N. M.
Santa
Catron Block
Fe,

TH

PER
ACRE.

PER
ACRE.

Has the finest system of Irrigating Canals on the Continent; over 80,000 acres of oholoe Fanning and Fruit Lands; water enough to irrigate half a mlWon aorta;
gtod Schools, Churches, Railway and Telegraph facilities; good society.

Lands for Sale at $25 an Acre, on
This price Including perpetual water right No Drouths, bo Fogs, bo Cyolones,
M Snakes, no Sunstrokes.

UmAtmvinMUimvU,WyltMvvtoM

nursery

Choice Liquors, Wines and Cigars.

SP1EGELBERG,

hats, caps, aiovna

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.
a fine lot of native grown

chance to procure

stock cheap.

.

& GENT'S

Santa Fe Nursery
GRANT RIVEIMBURC, Prop
A

COOD BILLIARD TABLE.
;

"W, IDTTIDIRO W, PBOp.

Hotel

Exchange

BEST OTT

PRICES AWAY SOWN.
Venison and Game in Season.
Service clean, prompt, first-clas-s.

SOFT GOAL

HARD COAL

Andrews.

Wanted A woman to cook and do general housework. Apply to Mrs. 11. J.
Palen, Palace avenue.

Burt

S-- "WESIDEILES,

Native and Foreign Wines in Stock.
AND - FOOL.
BILLIARDS

Hotel and Livery,
General Store,
Hay and Grain.

-

Fe.

"CORNER."

BUSINESS NOTIOES.
For SaleFresh milch cows. Apply toE.

Santa

Sole Agent for

HENRY POLLMANN

Peralta Canon, Cochiti.

Every Pair

Guaranteed.

oj

PETER POWERS,

KM,

-

IS-

Leather
Findings.
the

Material furnished and suits
made from $27 up.
Trousers made from $7 up.
Perfect fit guaranteed. Cleaning
and repairing at short order.
The finest stock of samples in
town to choose from.

amy Block

MALM

Boots, Shoes &

Merchant Tailor.

News Depot!

J. C. SCHUMANN,
--

BOSK, STATIONERY AND

ADOPTED BY THB BOARD OF EDUCATION.

DR. N. 0. FENTON.
Veterinary Burgeon.
Lamy building, lower Palace avenue,
Santa Fe, N. M.

E. D. FRANZ,

your meals at

MILK & CREAM
Delivered Every Morning and
Evening. Leave Orders
with or address

Catalogue on application.

Going to Cochiti, eat

Rooms in Kahn Block, over Spitz' Headquarters for School Supplies
Office Hours 9 to 12
Jewelry Store.
a. m.; 2 to 5 p. m.

ooooooooooooooooooooooo

y

Santa Fe Dairy.

J3Tt,AJDlT, SCHOOL BOOKS,

AYER'S PILLS

y

Agent, Albuquerque,

Garden,
Field and
Flower

Varieties not in stock furnished at Catalogue prices.

ANDREWS'

COMPLETE STOCK OF

o

THE MAGIC CITY.

M.

COLORADO

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office,

Q

Received Highest Awards
wnnT.TVS
..
path oOi

RALPH HALLORAN,

specialty.

Oj

at tttt

Free from all re

Writes the most liberal policy.
strictions and technicalities.

New Mexico.

searohing titles

COMPANY

LIFE INSURANCE

RALPH E. TWITCHELL,
Attorney at Law. Catron block, San ta Fe

DENTIST.

CURED

REMEMBER WE CARRY

MAX

litigation.

Edison is too wise a man to talk like a
fool, but he does it when he suggests the
utilization of wheat, compressed into
slabs, as money. Mr. Edison probably
has a corner on somebody's patent yeast
AUerton, in the very heart of all the
and he wants to see the
mining district, located in the mouth of
market rise.
Fino canon, a most beautiful stretch of
with grand pines of great
The Eddy Argus is doing good and level country
height so distributed that it has the apvaluable work toward heralding to the pearance of a most boautiful park, and
world at large the attractions of the lower so sheltered by the immense cliffs on
Pecos valley. The people of Eddy and either side that it is not affected by the
winds or snows. It is surely destined to
vicinity appreciate this as is evidenced by be the liveliest and largest city, in fact,
the splendid advertising patronage they the only city of any importance in all this
Cochiti district. Nothing on earth can
bestow upon that newspaper.
stop the rush here.
On the 25th of
1801, the
Minnesota, Nebraska and California town of AUerton was February,
laid out and before
Democrats have sent a greeting to Sen- sunset of same day over eighty lots had
ator Hill that will ring in his ears for the been sold. Without a house there in less
balance of his life time. When a man than thirty days it now has a TJ. 8. post- two notary onices,
office, two
steps on the Democratic party theBe day one barber assayers,
shop, two meat markets, one
the west is liable to remind him in no un- bakery, two hotels, three restaurants,
certain tones that he has made a mistake. three general Btores, one blacksmith, one
hardware store, thirty miles of telephone,
Mr. Hill is a dead duck.
water piped to all parts of the city from
the best and purest mountain springs.
seto
to
be
able
Albuquebque ought
Where in the United States is there a town
cure the holding of the next international that can show such progress? Where is
irrigation congress in that city. If the there an opportunity to so quickly realCommercial club there goes to work with ize immense returns from so small an
investment t
a vim it may yet, as late as it is, do this.
Lots of striotly present value are now
The Sauta Fe member of the committee on snle at from $25 upward. This comis heartily in favor of Albuquerque.
pany is incorporated with a capital stock
of $50,000; holds for town purposes 320
acres of the only eligible ground for a
Human nature is just the same tip
city in the district.
among the presidential aspirants as it ii
Any of the officers of this company will
with us plain people. None of us are cheerfully and honestly answer any quesbackward about tackling what we deem tions or conscientiously choose for nonresidents the most desirable lots left aca sure thing game. Even Dr. Depew has
cording to price, and remit deed for
inade up his mind to seek the Republican samo, or will hold lots for thirty days if
nomination for president next trip. He small payment is made, sending receipt
seems to have forgotten, however, that for same. State abont the price of lots
desired and address any of the following:
the plum is more than two years off, if
BENJ. H.SHAW, W. F. MYERS,
not further.
Clerk.
President.
W. J. SKEED, Agent.
JOURNAL.
A TERRITORIAL
AUerton, via Wallace, If. M.
Always in the lead, the New Mexican
in laying beagain takes pleasure
Milk Panoh 10 ots a glass at the Colofore its readers some additional informarado saloon.
retion touching the remarkable mineral
sources of the Cochiti district. Count on
. A, It. Encampment.
the New Mexican for distancing all comO i account of G. A. R. encampment
petitors when it comes to advertising the
resources cf New Mexico. This is ft ter- nt Albuquerque on April 19, round trip
tickets will be on sale April 18 and 1!),
ritorial journal in every senfjof the word, good
to return April 20, at rate of $4.95.
haviiig an eye sinek to the growth and
H. S. Lutz, Agent,
advancement of every part of the terriGeo. T. Nicholson, G. P. A.
tory; indeed, paraphrasing a famous senJohn MoCullongh Havana cigars at
tence to fit the case, "no pent-uUtica conColorado saloon.
New
fines our powers, but the whole of
Mexico is ours," when it comes to revealFor Male.
Old Papers at the New Mexican office,
ing the wonderful natural resources of
the most brilliant 2 cents a pound.
this
wheat-mone-

SPRING GARDENERS

AT LAW.

POLICY.

at Hail Stoma,

1

0

f Souttem

ftolirataet

California

Years Time vith Interest at 6 Per Cent.

bo Floods, no Blimrds, no Thunder Stoma, no Hot Winds, bo Northers, bo Winter Bains, no Grasshoppers, M lUlajIftrfO Ipidsmio Diseases bo Frairis Ursa,
.
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To California

GEMS IN VERSE.
Riley's Charm.
What makes the charm of Riley's

W

tell.
We city poets rhyme no worse.
But ours won't sell.
I'm told that dialect's the thing
To help verse out.
I'm sure that his would ducats bring
Without.

BETTS
AND

Be lives so near to Nature's heart
And In accord;
We dwell from her so wide apart
And untoward.
Onr eonjs are like the rich perfume
Of hothouse flowers;
Ills breathe of clover brought to bloom
By showers.
J. W. Schwartz.

BETTS
ALL

FORMS

The Statistics Fiend.

,

While on our earthly pilgrimage the world ha
many woes for us;
We struggle on beneath our loads of trouble
care and pain.
But the latest tribulation is the man who al
ways goes for us
With documentary evidence statistics on
the brain.

and PRIVATE

DISEASES

He'll tell within a fraction
of coffee drank
For thirteen generations
hemispheres;
Whatever else you want to
bite you off a chunk
Of tabulated knowledge
start the tears.

SYPHILIS,
GONORRHOEA,
CLEET, PILES, STRICTURE,
HYDROCELE,
VARICOCELE,
SEXUAL DISEASES, and
Ail Delicate or Private Maladies.
Bend 4 CU. for their new
book.
120-pa-

CONSULTATION FREE.
Call upon, or address with stamp,

the exact amount

.The Daily New Mexican
SHOOTING STARS.

The Ox Team.

of
in

"

Expensive Economy.

Some people begrudge the little money
that an Alloock's Porous Plaster costs,
and then when they are racked with pain
from a lame back, or from the soreness
arising from a cold, they will spend any
amount of money to relieve the pain. If
they only had one of these
plasters on hand they wonld be saved
n vast amount of suffering and be considerably richer. At the first sign of stiff
ness of the joints apply one of these
plasters without any delay. The soreness
will be greatly relieved at once and soon
disappear entirely. It will be money
saved to have them on hand, to say
nothing of the comfort they bring.
Urandreth's Pills contain no irritating
matter.
d

What does yon think
about dis Hnwaiin business , dummy?
Does yon favor a provisional government
or de Queen?
Walkaround
Chimmy Provisional
Mickey, provisional. It sounds better
than the odder. It's de only national
Weary

Mike

t'ing, anyhow.

SURROUNDED

Truth.

BY

MYSTEp

A Great Mistake.
is that headache,
A recent discovery
dizziness, dullness, confusion of the mind,
etc., are due to derangement of the nerve
centers which supply the brain with nerve
. force; that indigestion, dyspepsia, neuralgia.
- wind in stomach, etc., arise from the derungo-- "
mont of the nerve centers supplying these
with nerve fluid or force. This is likewise
true of many diseases of the heart uml lungs.
The nerve system Is like a telegraph system
as will be seen by . the accompanying
cut. The little
white Hues are
the nerves which
convey the nerve
force from the

nerve centers to
every part of the
body, just as the
electric current Is
along
conveyed
teiegrupn
the
wires to e v e r y

station, large or
email. Ordinary
physicians fall to
regard this fact;
instead of treating the nerve centers for the cause
disorders
of the therefrom
arising
the
they

treat
part affected.

A

1i
I

bpiatM or4uugeniu drugs.
Bold by all druggist.

.-

'-

Why do they chase, these men of steam,
Their smoke flags wide unfurled.
Pulled by the roaring fire fiend
That shakes the reeling world?
What do ye seek, ye men of steam,
So wild and mad you press?
Is this is this the railroad line
That leads to happiness?
And when you've Swept across the day
And dashed across the night
Is there some station through the hills
Where men can find delight?
Ah, toward the depot of Content,
Where no red signals stream,
I go by ox team Just as quick
As you can go by steam!
-- S. W. Foes.

Our Only Day.
Were" this our only

t

Man

d

Man

Kind-Hearte- d

What are you
pocket-book-

.

How much was in

spring-medicin-

blood-purifier- s,

girl of rare acoom

plishments.
Styler Plays, sings, and dances well,
eh?
Don't know the least bit about any of
them.
Styler What then? Recites, I sup'
pose?
No: she can sharpen a pencil Jbeanti- fully besides not doing the things you
mentioned.
Increase the appetite by the nse of
Ayer's Cathartic Pills. They cause the
stomach, liver, and bowels to perform
their functions properly, do not debilitate
by exoessive stimnlation, and are not irritating in their action. As an
Pill they are nnequaled.
after-dinn-

The market men left a bill for meat
this morning. I don't think it can be
ours. It's an awfnl one.
,
Mistress Well, then, I'm sure it's ours,
for it was awful meet that he sent us.

Homestead No 4050.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,

)

March 26, 1891. )
Notioe is hereby given that the follow
d
settler has filed notice of his
intention to make final proof in support
of his claim, and that said proof will be

made by the register and receiver of Santa
Fe, N. M., on April 80, 1894, viz: Benigno
Quintana for the ne )4 8e0 l?i tp. 19 n, r

6e.

He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon, and
cultivation of, said land, viz;
David Romero, Pedro Gomez y Ganza- lea, Juan N. Gonzales and Antonio Her- rera, all of Espanola, N. M.
James H. Walkeb,
Register.
'

Notice.

R. J.

Who would take heed to wrong,
To misery's complaint or pity's call.
The long wail of the weak (gainst the strong,
If this one day were all?
And what were wealth with shame,
The vanity of office, pride of caste,
The winy sparkle of the bubble fame,
If this day were the last?
Aye, what were all days worth
Were there no looking backward or before
If every human life that drops to earth
Were lost forevermore?

Palen,

Treasurer of the Territory of New Mexico.

Glenwood Hprtnas, Colo.
Round trip tickets to Glenwood Springs
on sale daily at rate of f 36.05. Good to
return until May 81, 1891, for particulars
,

oall at city ticket office.

i
H. 8. Lotz, Agen'.
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P. 4 T. A,

But each day is a link
Of days that pass and never pass away;
For memory and hope to live, to think
Each Is our only day.
CoatM Kinney.

!FoRi3oTs-- j
Z

But try, I urge the trying shall mffloe.
The aim, If reached or not, makes great the life.
.
:
Browning.

.

IfY

1st
AW

Postage, we will send
uls gTelofMS of either

A

Irouosn.

Are Uelag East.

PETERSON.

JOHNSON

FScffimsD Largest & Safest Companies

LOWEST BATES.

ing

Lives a tender poem dally,
Fame apart.
Better these than written rune.
Rhymed harmoniously with spoon.
Poems of Love's honeymoon
Of the heart.
Detroit Free Press.

LOSSES.

PROMPTEST PAYMENT

Z5b.

POISON.
The past two months have been fraught
with great misery to me. The period began with a tragedy, but I am glad to say
it ends with a comedy.
I was a drug clerk, but I am now a free
man. I was apprenticed nt the age of la,
passing several years in the menial duties
of a boy of all work. By gradual stages
I yose to be a clerk in the pharmacy and
was intrusted with the compounding of
prescriptions. I never had a diploma in
pharmacy, but I know my business.
During the spring season we were taking stock, and many of the drugs in bot
tles, packages and boxes were removed
from places they had occupied for many
years. You will understand tuatttie arug-gisis so familiar with the location of cer
tain drugs that be can take down the right
bottle or open the proper drawer witn perfect confidence that he is not blundering.
Heavens, bow well I remember the
It was raining outside, and the
night
customers were few, when a young worn
an entered. She was poorly attired, as
remember her God knows I never can
forget ber apparently a governess or a
lady's maid. She asked me for one of the
small samples bottles of a popular medicine clven for headaches, and I went at
once to the proper drawer.opened it, reach
ed therein, took out a bottle of thespeciflc,
wrapped it in paper, handed it to the girl,
received her money and resumed the work
of Dosting up the ledger for the day.
may as well confess that my thoughts
were somewnat uistrnciea uy a leirer
had received from Emily. I had been en
gaged to F.mily for three years, and notb
Ins but the failure of my employer to in
crease my wages as he had often promis
ed to do prevented our union. Young as
I was, I had seen enough of life to realize
the necessity of money about a house, and
although F.inily was ouite anxious tq
make the mnd plunge into matrimony
was averse to taking her from a comforta
ble home and setting up an establishment
of my own on the small salary of $10 a
t

I

week.
Only that afternoon

Notice for Publication.

,,

FOR SALE

art!

Notice is hereby given that the under
signed hereby offers to exchange at par
"Penitentiary Refunding Bonds" of the
Not merely what we are.
Territory of New Mexico, issued under
But what we were and what we are to be
authority of, and in compliance with
Make up our life the near days each a star.
chapter CI of the Acts of the 80th Legis
The far days nebula).
lative Assembly ol the Territory or mew
Mexico for "Penitentiary Bonds" of said
At once would love forget
Its keen pursuits and coy delays of bliss
Territory, issued under section 2519 of
fond
And its delicious pangs of
regret
the Compiled Laws of 1881 of the TerriWere there no day but this.
tory, dated July 1st, 1881, and maturing
And who, to win a friend,
July 1st, 1891. Holders of bonds desir
Would to the secrets of his heart Invite
ing to avail themselves of the foregoing
A fellowship that should begin and end
offer must present their bonds to the
Between a night and night?
undersigned at hia office in the city of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, at 10 o'clock a.
Who, too, would pause to prate
Of Insult or remember slight or scorn;
m., on the 30th day of June, 1891.
Who would Uiis night lie down to sleep with
Dated at Santa Fe this 16th day of
hate
1891.
April,
no
morn?
Were there to be
-

picture-Cunn-

Jl

J4j&

"So I'll write a wondrous poem
To the moon
When it shines in solemn splendor
At night's noon.
Though I paint not, I can write.
Now my poem I'll Indite,"
And she rhymed the livelong night,
"Moon rune spoon."
Bat she ne'er became a poet
Her young head
Had sufficient sense to know It,
So she said,
"Since I've missed the muse of soug,
And to art may not belong.
Would it then be very wrong
Jim to wed?"
Now she makes her home a

No small objection which young folks
e
was
had to the
their nanseonsness.
In our day, this
objection is removed and Ayer's Sarsa- parilla, the most powerful and popular of
is as pleasant to the
palate as a cordial.

day-D- id

WC,
"

,

cry-

$2.50

istheBeK

Still she said, "Resolved am I
Art to wed."

The Value of a Friend.

Miss Catchon is a

"$3,

A POET.

She had spread,

Cornelia, La. For over six years I was
greatly troubled with constipation and
biliousness and was often unable to work
At the suggestion of a friend I tried Sim
mon's Liver Regulator and am now free
of those troubles. Harrison Tarleton.
Your druggist sells it in powder or liquid.
The powder to be taken dry or made into
a tea.
Mrs. Slowstarve How do yoa find your
steak this morning, Mr. Simmer?
Mr. Simmer I have concluded that
probably a microscope would be the
best.

old-tim-

N.

Put her paints and brushes by.
Had one little harmless cry,

it?
City Arab I don't know. That fellow
took it out of your pocket just as I was
going to get it! Judge.

not our yesterdays and morrows give
To hope and memory their Interplay-H- ow
should we bear to live?

I really cannot see, -For every night when bedtime's come,
And yonder lamp grows dim,
My papa tells me lots of 'em.
And nobody spanks him.
'
-- Cerlyls Smith.

nt

'

a

And men with spanking teams pass by
And dash upon their way
As if it were their hope to find
The world's end in a day.
And men dash by in palace cars;
On me dark frowns they cast
As the lightning driven Present frowns,
Upon the slow old Past.

Injustice.
Just why it happens to be well
To spank poor little me
If I a story chance to tell

Franklin Miles,
D..LL.B., the
highly celebrated
and
specialist
Atudnnt nf nnrvoii Amum and author
or many noted treatises on uie latter suojecij
long since realised the truth of the first
statement, and his Restorative Nervine
is prepared on that principle. Its success
In curing all diseases arising front derange-fneof the nervous
system Is wonderful, as the thousands of unsolicited testimonials In possession of the company manufacturing the remedy amply prove. Is a reliable
I)r. Miles' Restorative Nervine
diseases, such as
all nervous
remedy for ....
.1 ..I. II
nHiiat.Htllllj
Lcjluntia
-i
1. nit ii v;,
.11
irorruiul uvum.,
p,vu
eloepleswora. dustiness hysteria, sexual de-Isetc.
It
St.
Vitus
dance, epilepsy,
blllty,
buiu i.v mi uruviruifM nn r ikhilivb iihiimiwi
sent direct by the Ir. Miles Medical Co.,
ir
on
Klkliart, Ind..
receipt of price, II per bottle, six bottles for In, express prepaid. no
Nervine
lieatorative
positively contains
JM.

'

I Bit upon my ox team, calm,
Beneath the lazy sky.
And crawl contented through the land
And let the world go by.
The thoughtful ox has learned to wait
And nervous impulse smother
And ponder long before he puts
One foot before the other.

court, sir, said the irate ludgetothe
Solent attorney.
Don't do it, your Honor, pleaded the
lawyer, I don't want a life sentence.
'
ijetrtjft Free Press.

bj Scott

Press
3
$2

$4
$3.50
Wit
$2.60,

"I can never paint a picture,"
So she said.
And she cut in twain the canvas

Bowne. W. T. AH drmnrrts.

that's enough to ing about, little boy?
City Arab I lost a

-

contempt

taste.
you detect no
As it is a help to diges-tiothere is no after effect
except good effect. Keep in
mind that Scott's Emulsion
is the best promoter of flesh
and strength known to
science.

know he'll gladly

pseudo-philosoph- y

you to jail for

SHE WOULD BE

fish-o- il

Slr3E

flfS3

C0.-7-

cott's Emulsion

Prepared

He's a daisy with statistics, and If you'd like to
What is the lesson taught us in the
try for
A plan of sizing up the man who figures with
parable of the seven wise virgins? asked a
such vim,
Hurleru Sunday-schoteacher of his Just set him down and count him one, add
cipher after cipher.
pnpils.
And be sure to place the ciphers at the left
That we should always be on the lookhand side of him.
out for a bridegroom, said the smallest The
time will come when men shall have suffigirt in the class. Texas Sittings.
ciently been goaded
(And the prayer of many a victim is that it
may quickly come);
A Standard Bearer.
When there'll be an accidental case of "didn't
In the crusade inaugurated nearly half
know 'twas loaded,"
And the fiend will quit his figures in the midn century ago against the professional
dle of a sum.
G.B.Torrey.
ignornuoe of the old school of medicine,
Hostetter's Stomach Bitter was a standard
Fulfillment.
bearer. Its victories over disease, when No one fulfills the plan of his creation
Who cannot say
the old time specifics proved abject
That he has led one soul from willful blindness
failures, proved that the
Into the day.
which sanctioned the administration
not stand on some high mountain
We
may
of violent remedies where the case resummit
quired none, which laid down as unWith wisdom crowned
alterable rules blood letting, violent pur- And see a brother lie in human weakness
Low on the ground.
of
use
emetics and the employgation, the
ment of corrosive and cumulative poisons
We cannot reach the blessed land of promise
in simple cases of liver and malarial
By one swift flight.
But step by step, not halting in our weakness.
complaint, was in fact the worst of
laws
to
alike
the
of
We reach the light.
contrary
true medicinal science, of hygiene and of
we but make a ladder of our failings
If
common sense. Biliousness, constipation
And round by round
and chills and 'fever, as now treated by Climb up, a helping hand
outstretching,
the Bitters, promptly yield where before
Rest will be found.
they obstinately resisted old fashioned Our welcome will be warmer at the
ending
So do dyspepsia, rheumedication.
it be known
matism and kidney complaint all surely That we haveIf helped
some struggling, fainting
conquerable by this safe and really philobrother
To stand alone.
sophic remedy.
Florence 0. Jones.
il send

This is a fact with regard
to Scott's Emulsion of Cod
Liver Oil. The difference
between the oil, in its plain
state, is very apparent. In

of mind under which I, a poor drug clerk,
The Host Shoes for
the Least Money
lived, moved and had my wretched being.
Captains and sergeants of police do not
possess the romantic qualities in a highly
GENUINE
developed degree and cannot be expected
to supply nerve tingling romance to their
WELT.
associates. Their lives contain much tragSque:ikless,noUom Waterproof. Best Shoe sold at tlie price
Hiid
them
with
a.id
comedy,
everyday
edy
,
and S3.5Q
Shoe.
existence is so essential that their keen
'
sense of the dramatic iu life grows dull.
Police
Soles.
Shoe,
JU'st Walking Shoe
A general alarm was sent out to each of
ever made.
the Si precincts, and within three hours
and
Shoes,
every member of the force on duty was
Unequalled at the price.
School Shoes
&
engaged in a house to house canvass for
Boys 82
for Scrvir- Are Ihe $1.75
tnu woman with the ounce of arsenic.
In five hours' time the entire city was
LADIES'
iu commotion.
Thousands of men and
$2, $1.75
women had visited the pharmacies and
Best Dongola, Stylish, Perfect
iSfcj
the all night dispensaries to have their
jsw xiiiiuauu aerviceaoie.jjess
u .uo nun... Ail Biytv..
medicines examined, in order that they
This
insist upon having IV. L..
might be assured as to their character.
nnoeg. Aimi
jsuugia.
anu price stamped
on
Hundreds of pounds of harmless baking
uoiloiu. isrocKioa
powders, soda, borax and other arsenical-lik- e
Mass.
HE
salts were consigned to the sewer, in
order to render assurance doubly assured.
women
W ST
passMany nervous and hysterical
V
ed the night in sleepless dread and fear.
to,
hen the morning opened, of course the
who push the sale of W. L. Douglas Shoes gain customers,
DEALERS
anwere
filled
the
with
papers
startling
helps to increase the sales on their full line of goods. They can
nouncement. Several of them gave the in which
afford to sell at a less profit, and we believe you can save money by buying all your
cident sensational headings that added footwear
of the dealer advertised below. Catalogue free upon application.
greatly to the general alarm and threw
several feeble minded people completely
&
BY
oft their mental balance.
efMeanwhile I had not ceased in my
forts. Finding a job printing office on
Sixth avenue that was open all night, I
had 5,uuu large posters printed bearing the
fearful and startling heading, "Your life
is in danger!" At the bottom of the flaming announcement was this concluding
lin: "You are about to die!"
Visiting several theaters, I finally found
a bill poster who undertook to post 1,000
of these notices during the next two days
OF
and nights. At the end of that time the
appalling information that death was loose
in the town and stalked among us in invisible presence was encountered on every
dead wall and glared at me from many
The theatrical managers
Bhop windows.
hastily got together and gave the use of
every billboard they owned or controlled
in the entire city. The elevated railroad
advertising company generously permitted
the use of two of its most prominent spaces
at each station. The drug stores even
consented to display the alarm circular in
Henbt B. Sodneideb, Secretary 4 Mgr.
Gottvbied Sohobzb, Pres.
their windows, always adding a line that
was very humiliating to mo "This never
could have occurred in our pharmacy!"
At the end of the third day ambulance
calls were quadrupled in number, coming
from people who believed they had been
OF
BUKWEUS AND BOTTLEBS
poisoned, and insisting upon being taken
to a public hospital.
The practicing physicians of the city
were grently overworked.
Anybody who
OF
MANUFACTUBKBR
suffered from a pain in any part of bis
body instantly imagined that he bad swallowed some of the deadly salt, and that
SODA, MINERAL & CARBONATED
nothing stood between him and eternity
but the highest medical skill.
On the following Sunday nearly every
preacher in New York and Brooklyn referred to the impending calamity, for as the
days lengthened out assurance increased
that the calamity would far exceed all anticipated proportions. Why this was nobody could explain, but the entire commu
nity of greater New York felt that it was
living over a loaded mine, liable to be exploded at any moment.
So great was the suspense among mem
bers of the newspaper profession that one
Mr. John Fewell, the rustler, will hereafter leave the
city editor went crazy, and another shot
himself out of sheer chagrin that he could
Claire hotel daily for Cochiti with his stage, leaving
not discover "the woman with the ounce
of arsenic!"
Fe at 8 o'clock, arriving at destination at 3
Santa
During all these days I, the innocent
cause of so much human misery, hnrdly
o'clock p. m. Leaving Allerton at 8 o'clock arriving
slept or ate. lov more than a week I nev
er hud my clothes off. I actually forgot
in Santa Fe at p. m. same day. Hacks and busses
Emily
to
and from the depot.
Womanlike, reading of the notoriety In
to wliich I bad suddenly sprung, she call
ed at the store to see me. She even spoke
ol me with sympathetic kindness and left
a word of greeting and hope with the boy
Who delivered the prescriptions.
My nervousness continually increased.
When I looked at myself in the glass, I
was shocked to see how pale and thin 1
had grown. I felt that the strain could
not much longer continue.
My worst premonitions were verified. I
full very ill and was taken from my cold
and cheerless hall room where, in my delirium, I raved and bemoaned my fate-- to
the home of Emily's mother. There she
and the faithful girl nursed me back tc
life, But as reason fully returned the old
distress
my mind, and in my
weak and feeble condition, when alone, 1
First-clas- s
would burst into tears and bemoan the
carelessness that had brought me so much

W. L. DOUGLAS

man car and go to San Francisco, Los
Angeles or San Diego without change.
No other line can give you this accommodation. For excursion rates and other
information call at city ticket office.
H. S. Lutz, Agent.
Mexico.
of
City
Round trip tickets to the City of Mexico on sale every day in the year at
Tickets good six months from date
of sale. Reduced rates to all other principal points in Mexico. H. L. Lutz, Agent.
Geo. T. Nicholson, G. P. A.

Palatable as Milk"

back In both the

He will tell how many gravestones are exported by the nation.
How many pairs of shoestrings and the quantity of rum,
And he'll figure in a Jiff y the earth's total population
From the time it was created to the day of
kingdom come.
Would you know how much tobacco is consumed in every minute.
How many yards of calico it takes to clothe
the south?
Just ask the statistician; be will tell you he is
"in it;"
He performs it with his pencil and proclaims
It with his month.

DRS. BETTS & BETTS
929 Seventeenth Street, corner Curtis,
DENVER, COLO.

1

"Almost as

n

OF

NERVOUS, CHRONIG

vorso?

I cannot

Via the Santa lfe route, the greatest railroad in the world. You can take a Pull-

I had received a let
ter from the dear creature that appeared
to me cold and spiteful, and in the post
scriot I detected a real sting. It contain
ed only the words: "Don't come tonight,
I am Koing out." Oh, if she could have
known the misery for me in those wretch
ed little sentences! If she bad not written
them, I am quite sure I never would have
suffered the agony of mind that has made
me so miserable.
As I sat writing, there suddenly came
into my head a feeling of indeflnabls
dread. I felt that something terrible bad
occurred or was about to happen. I knew

instinctively that it was associated with
my solitary customer and the drug I bad
given her. I sprang to the drawer, opened
it. to find, as 1 bad surmised, tnut its con
tents bad been changed, and that I had
given the girl a bottle of arsenic instead
of the simple and harmless salt nf bromide
and magnesia as 1 had supposed.
Every fiber of my body thrilled with
horror, I realized that 1 mtgnt ue respon
The worn
sible for a hundred tragedies
an inieht be a cook in a hotel or a child'
nurse and give the deadly salt to an innocent infant! She might be a despondent
wife, angered by harsh treatment, and
burning with thoughts of revenge toward
a vicious husband; she might be a discarded sweetheart, bent only on ending bet
own sad life; she might be a heartless
daughter, goaded to desperation by acruel
stepmother's injustices indeed she might
be all these characters In one so far as the
uses to which she could put the deadly

THE SANTA FE BREWING GO.
Santa Fe Lager Beer.

rMPl

PATRONIZE THIS HOME INDUSTRY.
Santa Fe N. M.

Palace Avenue.

HO! FOR COCHITI
i

S.
SPITZ,
THE FILIGREE JEWELER.

Gold Watches, Diamonds, Silver Ware and Clocks,

wretchedness.
One cheerless afternoon relief came.
was cured in an instant.
The little colored boy at the pharmacy
came rushing into the house, coatless,

breathless and hatless, having run the entire distance from the drug store. He insisted on seeing me, and although against
the doctor's orders pushed his way into
my sickroom . In accents that were almost
inaudible, because of his shortness of
breath, he exclaimed:
"r&e found her, cully!"
"Where?" I literally shrieked, sitting
up in bed, for I knew as well as if he bad
talked an hour that he referred to"tht
woninn with the ounce of arsenic."
"W'y, she's de wife of de janitor on our
top floor!"
"Not over the drug store!"

"Cert"
Emily's mother was not quick enough
to catch me, for I fell back in a dead faint,
Within an hour I had revived, and weak
as I thought I had been bad found strength
to rise, dress myself and go to the old
store, where, two steps at a jump, I climbed the five flights ot stairs that led to the
Doison were concerned.
janitor's apartments.
I rushed out upon the street. I forget
There I saw the woman and regained
whether I locked up the drug store or not possession of the package with feelings of
the Droprietor afterward declared tuat
infinite relief.
had left it open, Hatless, I dashed along
She had not opened it! Joseph Simp-sowhose
the thoroughfare, seeking a woman
in London
ere
Know
face and form
only vaguely
the
bun
to
detect
to me. hoping
among
An Arabian Hons Story.
dreds who thronged the street on that busy
A pretty Arabian story is told to this
ounce
of
the
the
possessor
Saturday night
effect: "A man was riding upon a horse
of arsenic.
Uncertain as to the identity of the worn of pure blood when he was met by his
who was also splendidly mounted.
an, I scrutinized every female who had enemy,
pursued the other, and he who gavt
a package in her bands as I hurried madly One
chase was distanced by the one who fled.
in the direction or tne nearest ponce sta
of reaching him, the pursuer
tion. I stopped each officer I encountered Despairing
told him in hurried, broken sentences my in "anger shouted out:
'I ask, in the name of God, has your
dreadful mistake and put him on his
horse ever worked on land!"
guard, encouraging him to expect at least
'"He has worked on the land for four
one tragedy witnin a rew nours.
I reached the station house just before days.'
" 'Very well, mine never has, and by
the 6 o'clock relief was sent out. The men
(he beard of the prophet I am sure to
were drawn up in line by their sergeant catch
you.'
and instructed regardipg (heir conduct in
"Toward the close of the day the horse
the terrible emergency. This is what he
that never labored was the victor, and, as
said:
rider of the degraded horse sank uuder
"It will be your duty, men, to leave no the
blows
his enemy he said:
means untried to find the present possess- the" .'Thereofhas
been no blessing upon our
or of the ounce of arsenic You will enter
since we have changed our coursevery apartment, bouse and tenement, country
ers
burden and of tillage.
ol
beasts
into
knock at every door and acquaint the resiox for the plow, the
dents of their danger. You will ring the Has nottoHad made themerchandise
camel
and the
transport
bell at every private bouse and. insist upon
horse alone for the race? There is nothSeeing the responsible member of the faming gained by cliunging the ways ot
ily, in order that the information you im- God.'
"Boston Herald.
part shall reach the ears of people who
will appreciate its gravity and act upon it
at once, I have Just wired the information to police headquarters, and Superin-tendent Byrnes will doubtless act upon it
iniiuediutely."

have seea it advertised for many
Yoa wilt find the time and service of the 7 Ten
you ever tried It? If 7
years, butdohave
not know what an Meal
not, you
Burlington Route superior to all other
Pewetor
la.
7
7 Oeaaplexioa
lines.
vestibule 17 I
The magnificent
I Z
Superintendent Byrnes sat In his offioe
"Flyer," leaving Denver daily at 9:00 p
was just lighting a cigar when his
m reaohes St. Lonis at 7:30 a. m., and
ft and
most trusted sergeant entered with a disChicago at 8:20 a. m., the second morning, 2 besides being an eeknowledfed beaunfler, Z
patch that had just been received from tfie
making connections for all points east.
has many refreshliic uses. It prevents chef-- W
X Tenth precinct, acquainting him with the
The Burlington is the only line run 7
tint that a woman, name unknown, resiete.tlnfaetitUanmtalloateandoeslmble
ning through sleepers and ehaireara from 7 pnMeUontotbefeoedurlMhotweaUier. 7 dence unknown, description unknown, had
Everywhere.
Denver to Bt. JLoule without change.
It IsWotStela
secured possession of an ounce of arsenic
sample, address
For full Information apply to leoal
for purposes unknown!
ticket agents, or address O. W. Vaiaihv, BJ. A. POZZONI CO. St
Briefly the dispatch recounted the (acts,
MSWTIOM THIS rAWa.
General Agent, No. 1089 17th street, Den
H
without, of course, referring to the agony

Valentine Carson, Agt,

Watch Repairing Strictly
Silver Novelties and

Keeps all kinds of Stirling
suitable for presents at lowest prices.

Filigree artiolaa
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South Side Plaza,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

KEEP TOUR EYES UPON
The principal Town of the Cochiti Mining
District. Situated in Pino Canon.
Selling Rapidly.
It is near all the big mines. LotsPARTICULARS
Plenty of Water. FOR FULL
ADDRES- S-

EAGLE,

M. L. COLE, Secretary Eagle

Townsite

Co.

Eagle via Wallace.

u

Tit-Bit-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
01

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Designated Depositary of tbe United States.

Pedro Perea,
T. B. Catron,
R. J. Palen,

President
Vice President
-

-

-

-

Cashior

Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Comp'y
R. p. Hall, Secretary and Treasurer.

THE NEW MEXICAN.

gas-light-

r

r

loul,MoJ

Daily, English Weekly and Spanish
Weekly editions, will be found on
sale at the following news depots,
where subscriptions may also be
made:
J. H. Gerdes, Cerrillos.
S. E. Newoomer, Albuquerque.
B. T. Link, Silver City.
J. B. Hodgen, Deming. "
C. 0. Miller, Hillsborough
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was made and a portion of the Cerrillos the richer pay mineral Beems to be iu
road was driven over. Tho writer docs spots.
THE FORMATION.
not hesitate to assert that there can bo no
The ore is entirely different from any
comparison between the two roads. The
Santa Fe rood is much the better of the of that seen by most of the miners now
two. Thore is not to exceed 100 yards of
The writer has never seen

Some Additional Facts and
Figures on the Richness of the Cochiti
Mines.

2

Mexican Man Visits
the Principal Canon and
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Miners.

in the district.
but one district which produces similar
ore and that was in the Pina Cate district,
The
near San Bernardino, California.
general formation is that of igneous
rock, made up of trachyte, porphyry and
kindred rocks. The ore is more strongly
impregnated with silver than with gold.
The silver appears in the form of sulph
ides and in a fit condition tor milling.
The ore carries a little free gold and will
readily yield its metal to the proper milling treatment. Tho highest assay received
from the Lone Star mine was 1,100 ounces
in silver and thirteen ounces in gold.
According to Mr. Thomas Lowthian, than
whom no miner is better known, the ore
is Bimilip.r tothat of the Comstack both
in quality and condition of the metal and
texture of quartz.
There are continuations of the veins
across Colla canon that show free gold.
The veins in this canon do not seem to
carry very much silver. In Pino canon
all the ore yields more or less free gold
in panning.
It is of a very siliceous quartz charact
er carrying about !5 per cent silica, a
little iron, manganese, brittle silver anu
sulphites of iron which carries the gold.
The ore has no refractory constituents,
other than quartz and is not a hard ore
to treat by a milling process, oontrary
opinions notwithstanding.
In order to arrive at a clear unuerstana- ng of the country the two main canons,
which are eight miles apart and whioh
contiiin the principal mines ns well as
towns, will be described separately. The
first canon explored by the prospectors

sand on the entire route.
The trip across the river was made on
the ferry boat in about two minutes. The
operation of this boat, although simple,
is remarkably ingenious. It has a wonderful attraction for the Indians who live
at tho Pueblo Cochiti, two miles below,
and they flock in crowds to see it operated.
Another steep hill is encountered after
crossing the river, but after it is ascended
there is a good and nearly a straight road
to the town of Allerton, six miles from
the river. When within two miles of Allerton one begins to notice location stakes.
They are not mineral, but millsite and
other locations. Evidence of the boom
is visible as soon as a glimpse is caught
of Allerton.
PEOl't.E ttOINQ IN.

"As old as
the hills" and
never excell" Tried
ed.
and proven"
is the verdict
o f millions.
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Pride of Valley Flour, sack
15 c
Fresh Ranch Eggs, doz.
Peabody Creamery Butter, lb - 30c
Cal. EXTRA Standard Table Fruit 20c
b
can Tomatoes
12
b
can Blueberries 10c
b
can Blackberries
lOc
b
can Strawberries 15c
10c
Dry Salt Bacon
n
b
can
Coffee
85c
Arbuckle Coffee
27
Basket Fired Japan Tea
4(c
Sundried Japan Tea
30c
Riverside Navel Oranges, box $3.25
Cclorado Oats
$1.50
Colorado Hay
75c
Nebraska Corn
$1.20
Colorado Potatoes
$1.25
The usual discount in quantities.
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The writer has been asked many times
Great Values Actually in Siglit-Th- e since his return, "are there really as many
people going into the district as has been
Crown Point, Lone
reported?" The answer to this question is
Star and Their Bicli
yes. Those who remain in the city and do
not observe the numbers going ont daily on
Neighbors,
foot, by horseback and in stages can have
no conception of the large number that
have already gone in and are still going
The Larger Portion of the District in into the district. It is only when one
travels over tho road and meets the mov
No Conflict With the Grant
ing crowds that any idea can be formed
What a Survey Reveals.
of the rush.
ALL ARE

SATISFIED.

There is one remarkable phase of the
Assessment Work in Progress on 100
boom nnd that is that n very few have
Claims Reportorial Insppction
spoken, ill of the district. It is not to be
of the Mammoth Dykes
expected that everyone will be satisfied,
but it is a fact worthy of note that there
of Mineral.
is a great absense of grumbling or any sort
of complaint.
Men have gone into the district ana
A representative
of tho New Mexican come
awny dissatisfied, but those who
hns returned from a five days' trip have done this form a portion of that
of which have
through the Cochiti mining district, large class the members of
n miner and
the hardships
whither ho went under instructions to no idea of
expect to find the mountains covered
con
comes
and
he
home
factR,
gather
with pnre gold, and be able to gobvinced, by oculnr proofs and personal ble ns choice n lot of claims as those who
earlier on the ground.
investigations, that the district is all that were
A better class of men were never congrehas been claimed for it by conservative
gated before in any mining camp. They
mining men.
are, ns a rule, hard working miners who
As to its being the richest camp on the are willing to iuvest their mite in the discontinent or developing into such, that is trict, confidently expecting that it will be
increased many fold.
problematical and something which the
It is true tliat compnratively little capfuture alone will reveal. As to its being ital has so far been invested in the dis
a good camp, a rich one, possessing won- trict but there are good reasons for this;
derful possibilities and most favorable unmely, the meagre development which
and that has,
been
done
indications there can be no doubt what- hns
until now, been caused by the careless
ever.
in
the Albuquerque press that
statements
Men who have spent a life time in seek- these ereat ore bodies were on an alleged
ing mines that would pay and men who grant. Happily, this is not so, as will
have made vast fortunes out of mining appear in detail below.
As to its being a poor man's camp it
enterprises have established themselves
in the district, expressed their unbounded depends entirely upon the sense in which
fnitn in it and intend to locate permanent the phrase is used. In reality there is no
ly. This in itself should be sufficient to 8neh a thing as a poor man's camp. It
satisfy the most skeptical that Cochiti
requires money to develop a mine iu any
country. No place hns ever yet been
IS NOT A MY TIT,
gold in quantities may
and that here almost at the very portals found where pure
be picked up. But there is another way
of this historic city has been discovered of looking
Is it a good
at the question.
a mineralized region of phenomenal ex place for a poor man to go at present?
to
tent and richness already rapidly develop- The answer this is both yes ana no.
If a man has a little money which he
ing under the influence of the brain,
of
brawn and money
the north, can use to prospect with the writer adand which is certainly destined to exert a vises him to go into the district, for he
marktd influence on the future not only mnv discover a good claim for which he
of the capital city but of all New Mexico. will be able to obtain a good price. If a
man is poverty stricken and is seeking
THE TRIP
then he should be advised to
was made over the new Bhort stage route, employment
stay away lor the present at least.
which Santa Fe citizens have had the enA FOREIGN POPULATION.
terprise to construct, an excellent road,
The towns are fast becoming populated
which brings the new town of Allerton
that is
within twenty-fivmiles of this city. by what may be termed outsiders,
From the first hill, eleven miles out of citizens of other "states and territories
town, a stop was made to view the sur Colorado haB furnished more than its
rounding country. A grand panorama of quota of the miners. The noticeable lack
scenic beauty met the eye. To the east of citizens of this territory is deplorable,
lay the city and valley of Santa Fe and There is a lethnrgy which seems to en
on each side stretched broad valleys, the thrall the citizens of New Mexico, and the
soil of which, were it under water, would writer enn not forbear saying that if they
prove as fertile uud productive of the do not arouse themselves they will awaken
fruits of the earth as any land that man in the near future to find the golden plum
can find. Never was there a better spot snatched from their grasp. The advent
to impress one with the necessity of es- of the Colorado miners is significant.
tablishing storage reservoirs for the They are men, as a rule, who are trained
reclamation of the arid lands than the in mining, can toll porphyry from country
top of this hill. To the west arose the rock, and know what they are about. CoCochiti, Vallo and Jemez mountain ranges chiti with its vast mineral deposits and
with such backing can not help becoming
majestically beautiful, rugged, mineral-lizeand altogether attractive. After a renllj wonderful producer of the pre
ascending the hill one finds a mesa cious metals.
stretching out before him in a westerly
DEVELOPMENT WORK.
direction for miles, but the road over it
is taken into consideration that
When
it
is as good as the most enthusiastic advocate of good roads could desire. The practically no development work has
hill by which one descends from the mesa been done and that ore has been shipped
is quite steep and this is really the only
from the grass roots it does not stand to
bad part of the road. There is one other reason that
the camp promises to be a
hill which is long, but of gradual ascent, failure.
Nothing more than assessment
so that no inconvenience is encountered
work hns so far been done and on some
in ascendiug it.
of the claims not even this.
A few miles beyond the last hill is
A number of prospectors have located so
TUB FEliliY,
many claims that they have been unable
established by Santa Fe parties over the to work the assessment on even one.
Rio Grande. At this point a short detour This is a matter that can not be helped,
however, for the present, as the law allows
a man to stake as many claims as he de
This unnecessary nnd foolish
sires.
staking of claims has proved very detrimental to the district. Still with all the
indiscriminate locating there is plenty of
virgin Boil left for the new comer.
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FINE CONFECTIONERY.

When my baby was three months old his cheeks
and forehead began to break out with white pimples on red surface. Iu a few days
which was terrible. After lie would
ruu it matter would ooze
from the points. In a short
time it spread over tbe top
of his head, then scabs
soon formed on head and
face. We used everything
we could hear of for nearly
five months. It crew worse
all the time. I saw your
advertisement of the Cm.
ciiba Remedies in a Chicago weekly. We purchased
Cutioura Remedies and
commenced their use. In three weeks' time
there was not a sore or pimple, not even a scar,
on head or face. He is nineteen months old now,
and has no signs of the disease. His scalp is
healthy and he has a beautiful head of hair.
(See portrait herewith.)
Mas. OSCAR JAMES, Woodston, Kan.

Ccticura cured a Disease which I had three
years. Myskin was sore and in cold weather my
face was a mass of scales. The pain so intense it
would bring tears. I tried every remedy with
little benefit. The first application Cutioura
cave instant relief. In a few weeks' time cured.

EDMUND KERAS,
Fresh eggs, prr doz
16c
2704 Union Ave., Chicago, 111.
- 30c
Best Creamery Butter
Arbuckle's Coffee
27
21 Bars Soap
$1 CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
can Best Tomatoes
12
Cutioura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
Internally (to cleanse the blood of all impurities
12
Package Rolled Oats
and poisonous elements), and Ccticura, the
b
can Salmon
12
great Skin Cure, with Cutioura Soap, an ex- 12
can Mackerel
quisite Skin Purifier, externally (to clear the
skin and scalp and restore the hair), have cured
can Corn
12
thousands of cases where the suffering was
- 12
can Peas
almost beyond endurance, hair lifeless, or all
b
can Lima Beans
12
gone, disfigurement terrible.
California Prunes
12
.
.
Raisins
Sold throughout the world. Price, Ctrricinu,
12
1 Gal. N. O. Molasses
Soap, 25c.; Resolvknt, tl. Potter Drug
76c 60c; Chem.
and
Corp., Sole Proprietors, Boston.
4
Gal. N. O. Molasses
25c
4- - " How to Cor Sklo DImum," nulled free.
Best Colorado Flour
90c
D. S. Bacon
Bkln and Scilp purified and beautified
10c
Best Mocha and Java Coffee - 40c BABY'S by CimcDRA Soap. Absolutely pure.
California Canned Goods
20c
ACHING SIDES AND BACK.
Liberal discount in Quantities.
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been done on it, and the owners have
struck a vein three or four feet of well
mineralized quartz. Tho indications are
extremely good.
To go back to the Crown roint, for the
vein on which it is located is undoubtedly
the richest in the district, and is well
worth dwelling upon at length The vein
can be traced for about 1,500 feet from
the center of the mine in a northerly
direction bearing east. The vein crops
out for about 2,5(10 feet and is a blind lead
on either end; on the south end it dips
out of sight and is covered by waste, wash
or volcanic ashes. The Queen of Spades
is supposed to be the southern extension
of the Crown Point, but as it is a blind lend
it is ' not known whether or not the vein
has again been struck. If the Queen of
Spades is the southern extension, then
the vein, in nil probability, crosses Pino
canonjtnd also the divide between'i.Colla
and Pino canons. As the same nuniber of
veins are claimed in Peralta as hiive been
found in Pino, the veins then must also
oross Peralta canon. Prospectors claim
they have followed the veinB over the
course described.
The Crown Point ore is a true quartz
and carries no refraotory constituents. It
is understood to be a free milling proposition. The walls are all good. The
hanging wall is a porphry or what is
known to miners as a green stone.
In this connection the writer desires to
emphasize the statements made by expert
mining men as to the probability of the
veins in the Crown Point and other good
properties pinching. According to these
men there is not av
Glltfsi OF

SHOW

OF ANY "PINOHINO."

question is to a great
extent problematical, but the conclusions
of the miners are bnsen upon sound reasoning. The indications are all such as
to lead to the belief that the veins will go
down and be continnous. The belief is
founded upon the fact that the formation
is soft and the quartz hard. The indications in the Crown Point are that the ore
ohutes will be very regular, but even if
the vein is pockety the ore will still be
rich enough to mine at a high profit.
There are known to be two or three
veins west of the Miner's Union showing
veins of a high quality of quartz and also
showing a character of ore similar to that
of the Crown Point.
As has been said, both ends of the Crown
Point are blind leads, but the Wanderer
is undoubtedly the northern extension.
We now come to the Lone Star mine.
It is only a prospect, so far as development is concerned, but of such richness
that it has sprung into prominence and
is now a subject of comment in every
mining camp in the country.
It was located on December 31, 1893,
by Henry Woods, who took in with him
as partners, N. Blecker, Chester Greenwood and Thomas Lowthian who have done
about $400 worth of work on it. It is situated a half mile northwest of the town of
Eagle in a ravine branching off on the south
side of Pino canon. There are two fourteen foot shafts and an open cut showing
a bicast of twenty feet and a vein from
to sixty feet in width. There
twenty-fiv- e
is more silver than gold in the ore, but
it will undoubtedly prove a wonderfully
valuable property. The indications are
more favorable, with the exception of
the Crown Point, than those of any other
prospect in the district, owing to the immensity of the vein.
At the present time the ore can be
washed by what is known as the Washoe
process which is a free milling proposition, but ns depth is obtained it is quite
likely the ore will have to be chloridized
to compel it to yield its metal.
From this mine was obtained the rioh
assay of 1,100 ounees in silver and 13
ounces in gold, as stated above. The
only work that has been done is stripping the veins. There are several carloads of ore in sight, but no shipping
will be done until the road from the
mines to Allerton is completed, which
will be the last of this week. When shipments do commence some very rich returns are anticipated and it is not probable that disappointment will be met with.
The same parties owning the Lone Star
nlso own twelve other locations, all of
which are located between Pino and
Peralta canons, and on which only assessment work has been done. The Pamlico
and Albermnrle, two of their claims, are
very promising properties. The Pamlico
is situated in Colla canon due south of
the Lone Stnr. Assays from it run from
$12 to $200 a ton in gold and a very
little silver. The Albermarle adjoining
the Pamlioo runs from $6 to $124 in gold
to the ton and also oarries little silver.
The Huron joins the Pamlico on the
south and the Albermarle on the north
nnd tbe Daily also joins the Albermarle
on the north.
Up to dateonly one claim has become involved in litigation and this is the Washington, a prospect that gives every indication of proving a bonanza. The Washington is situated parallel with and adjoining the Lone Star on the south. It
was located on October 23, 18U3, by Frank
Fagley, of Albuquerque, who took in as
partners Lee Walker, Hub Lends, Robert
Marksberry and Ben Johnson. An assay
from the mine run $3,000 to the ton. The
litigation arose over the alleged jumping
of the claim by Col. T. B. Mills. Fagley
was too poor to do the first year's assessment work, and sought to take advantage
of the Bell law giving to miners the right
to abstain from doing the first year's
work owing to the hard times. Although
only the assessment work has been done
the property is tied up by being in the
bands of a receiver, and nothing oan consequently be done until the oourts decide
whioh party is in the right.
Although the description of the Iron
Eing has been held for the last, in so far as
Pino canon is concerned, it is nevertheless just as interesting as any ot the rest

description of the first locations in the
Cochiti district, as they were made by the
present owners of the Iron King, Messrs.
H. R. D'Arcy nnd J. S. Eagle.
THE EARLY DISCOVERIES,

In the fall of 1888, two prospectors
going from San Pedro to Jemez Springs
got lost iu the mountains of the Cochiti
district. In their wanderings tbey picked
up some good looking float. They finally
found their way out and upon reaching
Jemez Springs exhibited the float. It
attracted the nttention of D'Arcy and
Eagle and these two hardy miners determined to investigate the matter.
Owing to the deep snow they were compelled to wait until the summer of 1889
when they started out. They prospected
the district but did not find what they
were looking for and so started home.
In March 18'JO they decided to try again.
This time they were more successful for
they located the Iron King on June 12,
1890. They failed, however, to do the assessment work and it was not until the
8th day of September following that they
recorded the claim. They also located
the Crown Point, Lone Star and others,
failing, however, to either do the asses-mework or to record them, thus losing
two great claims.
The Iron King, which they are now
working, is situated west of the Lone
Star and midway between that mine and
the Crown Point. On the southern end
the owners are beginning to drift and are
getting in shape to take out ore. They
which is in about twenty
have a cross-cu- t
feet nnd a shaft on top whioh is down
fifteen feet. The highest assay they have
had from it run 3J4 ounces in gold and 175
ounces in silver.
The Monument, adjoining thelron King
on the east and having a parallel lead,
was located January 1, of this year. The
ore is of the same character as the Iron
King nnd an assay had from it run
ounces in gold.
The Gray Eagle, owned by D'Arcy,
Eagle, George Hoffln and E. Cole, is a
parrellel lead joining the Iron King on
the west. The best. assay had from it run
ounce in gold nnd 9 ounces in silver.
This constitutes the best mines in Pino
canon. There are hundreds of other locations bnt none of them have been sufficiently developed to ascertain anything
concerning them. Other prospects of
more or less promise and whioh-shoreally remarkable surface indications are
the Donver Girl, Chicago, King Solomon,
Giant, No Name, The Hat, Monster and
Neighbor of the Clouds. These comprise
the principal claims nownttraoting attention in the Pino canon section of the
district. A description of the claims in
the Colla, Cochiti, and Peralta canons s
reserved for another article to appear in
these colums in a day or so. However, it
may be here stated, in order to convey
some further better idea of the immensity
of the district, that there are all told
some 2,500 claims thus far located and as
sessment work has been or is now being
doue on something over iuu claims. At
present there are some 800 miners in the
district.

A

BEOU,LAB STAGE.

Hereafter those desiring to go to Co
chiti may feel sure of a stage starting
from this city every morning. Mr. John
Patterson nnd Mr. John Fewell have consolidated their two stage lines nnd will
hereafter start from both Allerton and
Santa Fe at 8 o'clock each morning,
changing horses at the ferry. They will
also carry all mail entrusted to their care
until the establishment of a regular mail
route. The establishment of n regular
stage line is an important move and will
be appreciated by the miners as well as
the business men.
mine mention.
T. J. Dougine and son, of Chicago, ar
rived in Pino canon yesterday.
J. W. Bailey, of Denver, has taken a
bond on the Iron King mine for $10,000
and will put up a mill. He is now work
ing twelve men on the claim.
Although the morning was cold it did
not deter quite a crowd from going to
Cochiti. ; The Santa Fe and Allerton
stage carried six passengers. They were
Col. T. B. Mills, of Las Vegas, Messrs. C.
H. McLaren and James Johnson, of Denver, Mr;, Frank Hamilton, a banker of
Austin, Texas, and Messrs. C. Raymond
and T. J. Hise, of Cripple Creek.
Mr. B. D. Spencer, one of the most
prominent real estate men and largest
mine operators of Denver, is nt the Claire.
Mr. Spencer has just returned from Cochiti where he spent a week in investigation of the different properties. He sent
some ore away to have it assayed and intends to invest quite a sum of money in
the camp. He Bays the. district possesses
the best surface indications of any camp
in the world.
Two to one Mr. Thos. Lowthian is feeling pretty good over the discovery of the
faot that the Lone Star and his other rich
claims are not in the Canada de Cochiti
grant claim. Mr. Lowthian has been
fighting grants for thirty years, and he
knows what an inoubus it is to n camp to
have the cry go up that it is on a lnn'd
grant. He's all right this time, however.
's
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Of course, the

determination of the true location of
this grant claim line means immediate
andpermanent prosperity for the district.
Capital that lias been so eager to get a foot
hold will now come in for
ready investment and assessment work and systematic developement will supplement
the lethargic spirit that the unfortunate
raising of this grant scare has brought
about. The New Mexican is the only
newspaper that has combated the grant
theory from the start and it is not a
little pleased that its position has been
confirmed both by the records in the
surveyor general's office" and by the
recent surveys of the Messrs. Brown.

at the month of which is the to wn of Aller
ton, nnd which is about twelve miles long.
The greater portion of it is narrow, but
there are portions" sufficiently wide for
the location of towns.
Pino is better known than any of the
other canons for it contains the best
mines so far discovered, although it is
not likely that it will always retain this
distinctive honor.
There are four towns in the canon, two
that are located townsites and two that
are merely a collection of tents ocoupied
by miners and prospectors who have
erected their temporary abodes close to
the big mines.
There is a fine stream of wator that
runs half way the length of the canon and
then sinks, thus necessitating the piping
of water to the town of Allerton. A good
Real merit is characteristic of Hood's
road has recently been constructed from
Sarsaparilla.and is manifested every day
Allerton to the Crown Point mine, a dis
in the remarkable cures the medicine
tance of eight miles.
On either side of the canon arise lofty
mountains, whose sides are covered with
fine timber, thus doing away with tho
The II. 8. Land Court.
necessity of hauling it any distance for
In the U. S. court of private land claims
exuse in the mines and Baving a great
the court announced its decision
pense. Pino canon by reason of its pos
confirming the Bnrtolome Fernandez
sessing the richest mines yet discovered
is more thickly populated than any of the
or San Miguel spring grant, which was
other canons and is consequently attracttried and submitted on yesterday. The
The
best
two
most
the
attention.
ing
THE ORANT SCARE.
grant is situated in Bernalillo nnd Valenknown mines are the Crown Point and
As to the grant question whioh has of cia counties, onlls for 25,176 acres, and is
Lone Star.
late served to place somewhat of a claimed by Roman A. Baca, represented
The Crown Point is situated on the east
Catron & Spiess, nud David
side of the canon near its head and is
damper upon the growth and develop. by attorneys
owned by Ben Johnson, Henry Lockhart,
Trujillo and others represented by J. II.
Cochiti
ment
of
tbe
district,
by
chiefly
F. Bruce and James May. The vein is
the investment of outside Purdy.
retarding
The case of the San Miguel Del Bndo
what is known as the central one, but ap
which is ready enough to come
capital,
grant,
calling for 316,000 acres in San
pears to be a little west of what is Beem
in but hesitating, tho New Mexican is
.Messrs.
is on trial
ingly the ore chute or what might be
first to state in the most Miguel county, Bartlett and
to
be
the
happy
termed the center of the mibernl belt.
Veeder, Catron,
Purdy apthat
all
the
manner
positive
principal
claimthe
several
22d
for
last
of
The mine was loonted on the
pear as attorneys
mines now working, and, in fact three ants.
November by James May, who Baw some
of
the
the
fourths of
best part
distnot, is
Cochiti ore in Albuquerque and in the
entirely outside of the alleged Canada de
wrand Canon of Colorado River.
possession of Charles Pilkey. Mr. Henry
Cochin
grant.
X)n tho Santa Fe route, in northern
Lockhart
also saw the ore, be.
has
established
fact
been
The
only
sent
came interested
in it, and
1,262 miles from Kansas City, is
within the past few days, and unquestion- Arizona,
the
the town of Flagstaff. A
out
to - examine
Mr.
stage
May
had
correctness
has
its
of
been
able
proof
line' runs from Flagstaff to the Grand
county with the result that they now each
of Messrs L. M. and H. T.
the
surveys
by
Canon of the Colorado river. More than
have tho cinch on large fortunes.
Brown, deputy U. S. mineral surveyors, a mile in depth, this is the sublimest of
When the mine was first located the
who have been on the ground for the
Twenty
gorges a Titan of chasms.
prospectors failed to secure any satisfac
past month.
Yosemites might be hidden unseen below,
tory results nnd they commenced prosand
These
competent
surveyors,
very
and Ningara would look, scarcely larger
pecting elsewhere. They came back,
reliable men, are now engaged in making
a brook.
however, to make a more thorough inves
owners of the Crown qhan
for
the
Burveys
to
Don't fail to visit this first wonder of
of
for
the vein and
ascertain
tigation
Iron
and
Lone
Star
King prop- the world. You oan "read up" about it by
Point,
certain whether or not it contained any
erties preparatory to applying to the U.
ore of a pay character. They commenced
asking G. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A., A.
S. government for patents. They had T.
& S.' F. R. R. Co., Topeka, Kas., to mail
on the assessment work and struck what
in
the
much
difficulty
locating
township
a free copy of an illustrated book
they considered good looking rock, which
a few days since, they you
but
finally,
corners,
this terra incognita. The book
was nothing but a piece of the cropping,
of sections 25 and describing
corner
tbe
established
is no common affair; bnt is entertainingly
They sent the rock to Denver, had it as
18 north, i east, and sections 30
36,
range
beautifully illustrated nud a gem
sayed and secured returns of thirty-twand 31, range 18 north, 5 east. From this written,
of the printer's art.
ounces in silver and four ounces in gold
the field notes of the
by
guided
point,
After tho receipt of the assay certificate
survey for the publio lands and also those
they lost no time in commencing system
of the survey of the alleged grant, secured
W hy Take the Wabash
etio work. They are now about twenty
from the surveyor general's office, they For ST. LOUIS f
feet below the surface and have stripped
and
found
took their bearings
that the Because it is the shortest line; the best
the vein for a distance of thirty feet in
northern grant lice was just half a mile equipped line; runs free chair cars, Buffet
width. They have taken out three car
this corner. They also were Pnllmnns and uives von nmnle time in
north
of
loads of ore, one of which was shipped
guided somewhat by the looation of Pe- Kansas City for supper.
away and from which, although it was not
mile For TOLEDO OB DETROIT r
ralta mountain, which is
seleoted ore, returns were received of
.
.
1.
11
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south of the northern grant line and a
.nnSJ.
BllUlbOOb lln.
JJVCUUBV
lli IB
UUd, nvtmo
in gold,
89 ounces in silver nnd 2
little over two miles west of the section transfer across the city in case you are
which paid $102 or a net profit of $70 a
corner above referred to. Having ascer- going further east, and mBkes close conton. Ihey have now about ten car loads
tained these facts the surveyors took their nections with all trunk lines.
of the Bame character of ore in sight
bearings and ran lines three and a half For NEW YORK or BOSTON ?
above the surface. It is no doubt a
miles northwest to the Crown Point mine,
Because it has solid through servioe
wonderful prospect and will develop into
thus demonstrating the joyful fact that from both Chicago and St. Louis, via
one of the richest mines in the country.
of
publio domain lays NIAGARA FALLS; gives forty minutes'
just three miles
There is no probability whatever of the
between the grant line and the Crown stop at the falls at seasonable time in the
vein pinching; it is very strong and from
This
leaves
Point property.
morning.
the manner in whioh it dips it is safe to
of the four great mineral bearing dykes, FOR ALL OTHER EASTERN POINTS f
calculate that it will oontinue to be at
of the Pino eanon mines and, alsa
tbe
best
Because its servioe is unformly good
least from six to ten feet wide.
Eagle City, on government territory, Eagle and you can make no mistake in asking
The owners intend to run a cross oat at
a
half
mile
about
above
the
City being
for tickets VIA THE WABASH.
a depth of fifty feet to better enable them
O. M. Hampson, Com'l Agent,
grant line. In other words, the northern
to get out the ore. They do not intend
1224 17th St., Denver, Colo.
boundary of the grant claim as looated
to sink much, but will oontlne their operaby the Messrs. Brown corresponds with
tions almost entirely to tunneling.
its location as laid down on the map
Another good prospect owned by the
prepared by Wm. Strover, of the surveyor
Crown 1'omt people is the Laura, situated
California
general's office.
on the vein parallel with and fiOO feet
Invites you to visit her now. Round trip
.
an
FRESH
IMPETUS.
east of the Crown Point. They have
tiokets on sale daily to Los Angeles and
opening at present of twelve feet, which
Ontside of the fact that permanent ore San Diego $56.90, to San Franoisoo $60.
shows a vein of five or six feet of ore
to return July 15; tickets to
Tiokets
leads have been found there, the above above good at rates named,
similar to the Crown Point ore. Nothing
allow stop
points
definite has been ascertained ns to where
piece of information is the moBt impor- over, bnt carry no ooupons of admission
the vein goes to as it is a blind lead. It
L.
H.
to
the
fair.
tant that has yet been given the publio
Lctz, Agent.
was found by a little stain and float upou
Gio. T. Nicholson, G. P. A.
touching Cochiti's greatness. The final
the surface, No assays have been had
from this property,' but the ore pans well
in free gold. It was located on the 21st
of last January nnoTls undoubtedly a new
and distinct vein from any of the other
six which have so far bem revealed.
Another good prospect in Pino eanon
is the Bull of the Woods, owned by the
same parties. It is located on the most
ur Stock of Spring Goods is now almost complete in every department and we invite the publio to call
easterly vein of note in t he camp, so far as
known. It is on the north Bide of the
and inspect the same. Ail our gooas nave Deen purcnasea at very low ngurea. n o uuer wo auuxa
canon nnd on the eastern line of the minat prices accordingly.
eral belt, one mile east of the Crown
Point. The vein is from forty to fifty
feet wide. Only one assay has been had
Fast BlacIHose from 10c up.
Ladies'
and it run $10 in gold and a few ounces Laiies'Sprifli Wraps from $2.75 up.
in silver to tbe ton. Uniy the assessment
from 10c up.
Ladies'
Laflies' waists from 35c up.
work has been done on the property.
The Giant, owned by the same patties,
is on the northern extonsion of the Iron
25o
King, which is desoribed further on.
The prospect shows some gold and
silver. Free gold has also been panned
A nice line of Princess Duok, the most fashionable fabric for ladies' waists, Seersucker, Dotted
from it. The indications are good and
Shirting, Embroideries,
Mulls, India Linen, Orepe Moire, Organdies, Satteens, 31-init is the intention of the owners to push
work on it vigorously. The hole is now
Swiss Edgings, Laces, China and Snrah Silks.
about ten feet in and the flrBt work to be
at Eastern prices.
done is to oross ont it.
ILlTAn excellent line of CARPETS, MATTINGS.
The first looation west of Pino canon
Our line of Ladies' low cut shoes and slippers can not be excelled.
nnd running parallel with the Crown
Point, is the Glenooe, owned by John
FOSTERS GENUINE KID GLOVES, from $1.25 to $2.50 a pair.
McDonald, Joe Eagle, James May and Ed
Schuab. It shows a good vein of white
quartz. Only the assessment work has
Remember that we give you a rebate of 10 per cent on every cash purchase in coupons which coupons are
been done and no assays have been had.
redeemable in silverware. Guaranteed 10 years' usage.
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THE VEINS.

There is a group of four or five parallel
veins running through the country no.'th-eas- t
and southwet t. T hey are well defined
and strong. In fact old miners say that the
croppings are tho greatest ever discovered in the west. How true this statement is the writer does not undertake to
say, but they are certainly the greatest
he has ever seen in years of experience in
Colorado and California.
The veins are six or eight miles in
length and the mineralized district is
about three miles in width. They are
supposed to start north of Pino canon
and run south of Peralta canon. All the
large veins cross Pino canon above
' Eagle City.
They all seem to be true fissure veins
catting the country. They are nil apparently of the same character and formation and are probnbly mineralized at intervals. The pay ore, from development
so far made, apparently lays in immense
concentrated chutes with barren spaces
between.
The chutes have every appearance of
being strong and extensive and were
probably caused by thermal action. The
fissures, consisting of quartz and other
minerals, are immense and just seem to
cut the country wide open. The veius
have a tendency to dip to the west and
are seen cropping out for some miles.
The entire country is out up, porphyry-ti- o
dykes running parallel with the veins.
Many people who are not perfectly familiar with mining are inclined to be doubtful of the richness of a country when it is
spoken of as pockety; these individuals
seem to think that a vein mMst necessarily be all of the same character and of
continuous pay value. In this they are
mistaken. The continuity of a vein is,
of course, always desirable, but the continuity of pay ore is seldom met with.
No miner will hesitate to work
a
mine if the pockets are rich enough.
This is the condition of the Cochiti veins,
while they in themselves are continuous
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Skin and Scalp. Tried Everything.
Used Cuticura.' In Three Weeks
Not a Scar or Pimple.
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PINO CANON,
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SHOE DEALERS.
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The Miner's Union, owned by Schaub, and oven more so on account of its ownMay, Lockhart and Johnson, lies west of ers. Although diverting somewhat from
nnd adjoining the Glencoe. It shows very the mntter iu hand, it seems to the writer
good mineral. The assessment work has that this is the proper place to give a

Prescriptions filled Day or Night.

